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A Civilian's Guide to the U.S. Military
The second volume in a trilogy chronicling the
liberation of Europe during World War II focuses on
the Allied campaigns in Sicily and Italy, detailing the
bloody battles at Salerno, Anzio, Monte Cassino, and
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more under the command of controversial Lt. General
Mark Clark, as well as the June 1944 liberation of
Rome. By the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of An Army
at Dawn. Reprint. 150,000 first printing.

Dictionary of Military Terms
A Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic
Nicholas Murray's The Rocky Road to the Great War
examines the evolution of field fortification theory and
practice between 1877 and 1914. During this period
field fortifications became increasingly important, and
their construction evolved from primarily above to
below ground. The reasons for these changes are
crucial to explaining the landscape of World War I, yet
they have remained largely unstudied. The
transformation in field fortifications reflected not only
the ongoing technological advances but also the
changing priorities in the reasons for constructing
them, such as preventing desertion, protecting
troops, multiplying forces, reinforcing tactical points,
providing a secure base, and dominating an area.
Field fortification theory, however, did not evolve
solely in response to improving firepower or
technology. Rather, a combination of those factors
and societal ones-for example, the rise of large
conscript armies and the increasing participation of
citizens rather than subjects-led directly to technical
alterations in the actual construction of the
fieldworks. These technical developments arose from
the second wave of the Industrial Revolution in the
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late nineteenth century that provided new
technologies that increased the firepower of artillery,
which in turn drove the transition from above- to
belowground field fortification. Based largely on
primary sourcesùincluding French, British, Austrian,
and American military attache reports-Murray's
enlightening study is unique in defining, fully
examining, and contextualizing the theories and
construction of field fortifications before World War I.

Rawson's Dictionary of Euphemisms and
Other Doubletalk
Describes the traumatic effects of war, and brings
hope to the young men and women who are fighting
it. From publisher description.

With the Old Breed
Few areas of human endeavor have produced
more—or more colorful—terms than has the military.
Soldiers, sailors, marines, and airmen have over
centuries come up with words, phrases, and acronyms
to express everything from raw emotion to complex
technology. The military is both a distinctive way of
life and a community, and a command of its slang is
essential to admission to full membership within the
group. Most military slang is almost always familiar
only to the troops. Mating mosquitoes, for example,
refers to the two-chevron insignia of the Army
corporal. Gadget describes an enlisted man or woman
who is temporarily promoted to a position of
increased responsibility to fill an urgent need, while a
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panty raid is a foray into enemy territory for the
purpose of gathering evidence of adversary activity.
Among the less delicate entries are the day the eagle
shits, or payday, and skimmer puke, a submariner’s
term for any surface ship sailor. (And then there’s the
book’s title, the acronym for What The F-ck). Many
elements of military vocabulary have become part of
our national speech: John Wayne, boondocks, attaboy,
and hot dog. But whether the words and phrases are
the exclusive property of our fighting men and women
or are also in general use, the “real” language of the
modern military set forth in this lively book embodies
a uniquely American attitude and an exuberantly
colloquial, unwaveringly honest, and enduringly
American grace under pressure.

The Dictionary of Military Terms
In 2014, the US marks the 50th anniversary of the
Gulf of Tonkin Resolution, the basis for the Johnson
administration’s escalation of American military
involvement in Southeast Asia and war against North
Vietnam. Vietnam War Slang outlines the context
behind the slang used by members of the United
States Armed Forces during the Vietnam War. Troops
facing and inflicting death display a high degree of
linguistic creativity. Vietnam was the last American
war fought by an army with conscripts, and their
involuntary participation in the war added a
dimension to the language. War has always been an
incubator for slang; it is brutal, and brutality demands
a vocabulary to describe what we don’t encounter in
peacetime civilian life. Furthermore, such language
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serves to create an intense bond between comrades
in the armed forces, helping them to support the
heavy burdens of war. The troops in Vietnam faced
the usual demands of war, as well as several that
were unique to Vietnam – a murky political basis for
the war, widespread corruption in the ruling
government, untraditional guerilla warfare, an
unpredictable civilian population in Vietnam, and a
growing lack of popular support for the war back in
the US. For all these reasons, the language of those
who fought in Vietnam was a vivid reflection of life in
wartime. Vietnam War Slang lays out the definitive
record of the lexicon of Americans who fought in the
Vietnam War. Assuming no prior knowledge, it
presents around 2000 headwords, with each entry
divided into sections giving parts of speech,
definitions, glosses, the countries of origin, dates of
earliest known citations, and citations. It will be an
essential resource for Vietnam veterans and their
families, students and readers of history, and anyone
interested in the principles underpinning the
development of slang.

Trench Talk
This book continues Julie Coleman's acclaimed history
of dictionaries of English slang and cant. It describes
the increasingly systematic and scholarly way in
which such terms were recorded and classified in the
UK, the USA, Australia, and elsewhere, and the huge
growth in the publication of and public appetite for
dictionaries, glossaries, and guides to the distinctive
vocabularies of different social groups, classes,
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districts, regions, and nations. Dr Coleman describes
the origins of words and phrases and explores their
history. By copious example she shows how they cast
light on everyday life across the globe - from settlers
in Canada and Australia and cockneys in London to
gang-members in New York and soldiers fighting in
the Boer and First World Wars - as well as on the
operations of the narcotics trade and the
entertainment business and the lives of those
attending American colleges and British public
schools. The slang lexicographers were a colourful
bunch. Those featured in this book include
spiritualists, aristocrats, socialists, journalists,
psychiatrists, school-boys, criminals, hoboes, police
officers, and a serial bigamist. One provided the
inspiration for Robert Lewis Stevenson's Long John
Silver. Another was allegedly killed by a pork pie. Julie
Coleman's account will interest historians of
language, crime, poverty, sexuality, and the criminal
underworld.

Wisconsin Library Bulletin
The Encyclopedia of Military Science provides a
comprehensive, ready-reference on the organization,
traditions, training, purpose, and functions of today’s
military. Entries in this four-volume work include
coverage of the duties, responsibilities, and authority
of military personnel and an understanding of
strategies and tactics of the modern military and how
they interface with political, social, legal, economic,
and technological factors. A large component is
devoted to issues of leadership, group dynamics,
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motivation, problem-solving, and decision making in
the military context. Finally, this work also covers
recent American military history since the end of the
Cold War with a special emphasis on peacekeeping
and peacemaking operations, the First Persian Gulf
War, the events surrounding 9/11, and the wars in
Afghanistan and Iraq and how the military has been
changing in relation to these events. Click here to
read an article on The Daily Beast by Encyclopedia
editor G. Kurt Piehler, "Why Don't We Build Statues
For Our War Heroes Anymore?"

War Slang
The Rocky Road to the Great War
The Warrior's Guide to Insanity
Provides a clear and comprehensive guide to the
many words, phrases, names, and acronyms specially
used by those in the U.S. military and the government
workers who support them. Original.

Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue
A compilation of linguistic fig leaves and verbal
flourishes for artful users of the English language.

Words and Their Ways in English Speech
A chilling account by an ATF agent describes his
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undercover assignment to infiltrate the Hells Angels
motorcycle gang, detailing the challenges of working
his way up the biker gang's hierarchy and maintaining
their hard-won trust, the difficulties of leading a
double life and the operation that nearly cost him
everything. Reprint. A best-selling book.

Vietnam War Slang
Cu Chi, (body bag), Shit-hook (Chinook helicopter),
dink (Vietnamese slang for a G.I.), slope (G.I. slang for
a Vietnamese), hose (kill), boom-boom (what's done
in a tapioca mill, or whorehouse), Mike-Juliet
(marijuana), pogey bait, DO-28, C-2A, L Zed (Aussie
for landing zone), rat-turds (oak leaf clusters),
thousand yard stare, Samozaryadnyi karabin (Soviet
rifle), guerre a outrance (French war to the end--the
viewpoint of the North): these and the 10,000 others
in this dictionary are the words of the Vietnam era.
They were spoken by ground pounders in the boonies
and by peaceniks on U.S. campuses, by hawks, doves,
Victor Charlies and hoi chanhs, Chinese advisors and
the Muong people of the Central Highlands. The
period covered is primarily 1963-1975, but there are
terms included from as early as 1945 and as late as
1987.

Around the World in 80 Words
What makes a place so memorable that it survives
forever in a word? In this captivating round-the-world
tour, Paul Anthony Jones acts as your guide through
the intriguing stories of how eighty places became
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immortalized in the English language. You’ll discover
why the origins of turkeys, limericks, Brazil nuts, and
Panama hats aren’t quite as straightforward as you
might presume. If you’ve never heard of the tiny
Czech mining town of Jáchymov—or Joachimsthal, as
it was known until the late 1800s—you’re not alone,
which makes its claim to fame as the origin of the
word “dollar” all the more extraordinary. The story of
how the Great Dane isn’t all that Danish makes the
list, as does the Jordanian mountain whose name has
become a byword for a tantalizing glimpse. We’ll also
find out what the Philippines has given to your office
inbox, what Alaska has given to your liquor cabinet,
and how a speech given by a bumbling North
Carolinian gave us a word for impenetrable nonsense.
Surprising, entertaining, and illuminating, this is
essential reading for armchair travelers and word
nerds. Our dictionaries are full of hidden histories,
tales, and adventures from all over the world—if you
know where to look.

The Publishers Weekly
Ian Fleming’s beloved original text — newly illustrated
by Joe Berger! “Crackpot” is what everybody calls the
Pott family. So when they go to buy a new car and
come back with a wreck, nobody is surprised. Except
for the Potts themselves. First, the car has a name.
And she tells them what it is. Then they find out that
she can fly. And swim. . . . Chitty Chitty Bang Bang is
a car on a mission to stop a criminal gang in its tracks
— and she is taking the Potts with her! Jump into the
world’s most loved magical car for her first adventure.
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A Dictionary of Modern Slang, Cant, and
Vulgar Words
Entertaining, eminently readable volume compiles
words and phrases coined or popularized by American
presidents. Alphabetical listings feature a definition
and (usually) a brief discussion that places them in
historical context.

Swear Like a Trooper
This book provides a comprehensive ready-reference
of military terms. With clear definitions of more than
7,000 terms, Dictionary of Military Termscovers both
British and American terms as well as international
terms, and includes: military personnel; maneuvers;
equipment; vehicles; weapons; tactics; and
commands.

Salty Language
Words of the Vietnam War
Military life has always been ruled by its own
language, specific sets of terms and phrases that
separate the serving man or woman from their civilian
counterpart. There is the official version of ranks and
acronyms, and the more unofficial, colloquial
language of the barrack room and battlefield. This
new title explores the language and slang of the
major combatant powers, delving into their origins
and explaining their uses. All of this will be illustrated
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with contemporary cartoons and other images
showing the phrases in use. This title is designed
specifically as a follow-up to 2007's FUBAR: Soldier
Slang of World War II, and will differ from the original
book in that it will cover the slang of sailors and
airman, as well as soldiers. Detailed sections will be
included for each of the major combatants of World
War II, and additional appendices will detail the
nicknames given to the major surface vessels and
aircraft types of the war.

Whiskey Tango Foxtrot
The Living Age
A delightfully addictive compendium of fascinating
word facts that does for the dictionary what Eats,
Shoots, and Leaves did for the manual of style With
the easy erudition and lively wit that have won her
legions of fans, Canada's "Word Lady" reveals the
entertaining histories behind 500 of the most
common words and phrases in the English language.
Who knew that "travel" is derived from an instrument
of torture? That "tragedy" originally had something to
do with goats? That "glamour" and "grammar" started
out as the same word? Katherine Barber's captivating
collection is organized by season, so readers can
open to Valentine's Day to learn about the origins of
"passion fruit" or flip to Thanksgiving to find out why
there aren't any turkeys in Turkey. An irresistible
blend of entertainment and enlightenment, this
delightful book will captivate the word lover in all of
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us.

Words of the Fighting Forces
International Military Digest
The First World War largely directed the course of the
twentieth century. Fought on three continents, the
war saw 14 million killed and 34 million wounded. Its
impact shaped the world we live in today, and the
language of the trenches continues to live in the
modern consciousness.One of the enduring myths of
the First World War is that the experience of the
trenches was not talked about. Yet dozens of words
entered or became familiar in the English language as
a direct result of the soldiers’ experiences. This book
looks at how the experience of the First World War
changed the English language, adding words that
were both in slang and standard military use, and
modifying the usage and connotations of existing
words and phrases. Illustrated with material from the
authors’ collections and photographs of the objects of
the war, the book will look at how the words emerged
into everyday language.

No Angel
Salty Language is the perfect book for anyone with a
need to understand Marine Corps lingo. If you have
ever wondered about terms like "Cookie Duster," "Big
Chicken Dinner" and "Boondoggle" here's your chance
to decipher them. Acronyms like ANGLICO, CACO and
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BOHICA are also defined, as well as "Old Corps" terms
like "Battle Pin" and "Comshaw." Get a copy today,
before someone gives you the "Green Weenie!"
Makes a great gift for your "Alpha Unit" (spouse)!

FUBAR
“Eugene Sledge became more than a legend with his
memoir, With The Old Breed. He became a chronicler,
a historian, a storyteller who turns the extremes of
the war in the Pacific—the terror, the camaraderie,
the banal and the extraordinary—into terms we
mortals can grasp.”—Tom Hanks NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER In The Wall Street Journal, Victor Davis
Hanson named With the Old Breed one of the top five
books on epic twentieth-century battles. Studs Terkel
interviewed the author for his definitive oral history,
The Good War. Now E. B. Sledge’s acclaimed firstperson account of fighting at Peleliu and Okinawa
returns to thrill, edify, and inspire a new generation.
An Alabama boy steeped in American history and
enamored of such heroes as George Washington and
Daniel Boone, Eugene B. Sledge became part of the
war’s famous 1st Marine Division—3rd Battalion, 5th
Marines. Even after intense training, he was shocked
to be thrown into the battle of Peleliu, where “the
world was a nightmare of flashes, explosions, and
snapping bullets.” By the time Sledge hit the hell of
Okinawa, he was a combat vet, still filled with fear but
no longer with panic. Based on notes Sledge secretly
kept in a copy of the New Testament, With the Old
Breed captures with utter simplicity and searing
honesty the experience of a soldier in the fierce
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Pacific Theater. Here is what saved, threatened, and
changed his life. Here, too, is the story of how he
learned to hate and kill—and came to love—his fellow
man. “In all the literature on the Second World War,
there is not a more honest, realistic or moving
memoir than Eugene Sledge’s. This is the real deal,
the real war: unvarnished, brutal, without a shred of
sentimentality or false patriotism, a profound primer
on what it actually was like to be in that war. It is a
classic that will outlive all the armchair generals’ safe
accounts of—not the ‘good war’—but the worst war
ever.”—Ken Burns From the Trade Paperback edition.

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang
From the homegrown "boodle" of the 19th century to
current "misunderstandistan" in the Middle East,
America's foremost expert on slang reveals military
lingo at its most colorful, innovative, brutal, and
ironic. Author Paul Dickson introduces some of the
"new words and phrases born of conflict, boredom,
good humor, bad food, new technology, and the pure
horror of war." This newly updated reference extends
to the post-9/11 world and the American military
presence in Iraq and Afghanistan. Recommended by
William Safire in his "On Language" column of The
New York Times, it features dictionary-style entries,
arranged chronologically by conflict, with helpful
introductions to each section and an index for
convenient reference. "Paul Dickson is a national
treasure who deserves a wide audience," declared
Library Journal. The author of more than 50 books,
Dickson has written extensively on language. This
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expanded edition of War Slang features new material
by journalist Ben Lando, Iraq Bureau Chief for Iraq Oil
Report and a regular contributor to The Wall Street
Journal and Time. It serves language lovers and
military historians alike by adding an eloquent new
dimension to our understanding of war.

Encyclopedia of Military Science
Perfect for the armchair linguist or the military
historian, this is a comprehensive compilation of
military lingo from Hannibal to Hanoi. Priest traces the
evolution of each term or phrase as it moves from its
point of origin to other branches of service and into
foreign countries.

A Dictionary of Military Terms
The Anzac Book
Six Words You Never Knew Had
Something to Do with Pigs
FUBAR is your handy dictionary of soldiers' vocabulary
and slang from World War I and World War II that has
evolved from US, German, and Commonwealth
troops. FUBAR is a detailed survey of the slang of
World War II as it was used and evolved by US,
German, and Commonwealth fighting men and
women. This book lists hundreds of distinctive and
evocative slangs, complete with their definitions and
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origins. FUBAR also includes period accurate cartoons
and images that will transport you back through the
decades into the world of the WWII warrior.
Humorous, sarcastic, sober, pessimistic, fatalistic,
defiant, or defeatist, slang is an important part of
every soldier's vocabulary. Whether they're making
themselves understood, saving time, or "lightening"
the mood with some gallows humor, these words
were so ingrained into the soldier's vocabulary that
their use was continued by a new generation of
soldiers. By the end of the war some terms had even
passed into standard everyday usage.

The Day of Battle
Military Dictionary
Illinois in the World War
Throughout history, most dictionaries have served the
purpose of preserving the purity of the language,
usually preferring the erudite vocabulary of the
affluent upper classes to the salty, constantly
evolving slang of their working-class counterparts.
That began to change in the early modern period,
when several innovative lexicographers began
publishing collections of slang terms used by
particular subcultures, such as criminals. According to
scholars, Francis Grose's Dictionary of the Vulgar
Tongue is one of the most important and complete of
these early slang dictionaries. Spend some time with
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this fascinating volume to learn the slang definitions
of words and phrases like "poisoned" (pregnant),
"shooting the cat" (vomiting after excess alcohol
consumption), and "snoozing ken" (a brothel).

Littell's Living Age
A History of Cant and Slang Dictionaries
Words from the White House
"An enlarged and improved version of "Arabisches
Wèorterbuch fèur die Schriftsprache der Gegenwart"
by Hans Wehr and includes the contents of the
"Supplement zum Arabischen Wèorterbuch fèur die
Schriftsprache der Gegenwart" and a collection of
new additional material (about 13.000 entries) by the
same author."

Publishers Weekly
A look at how combat, culture, and military tradition
influenced soldiers’ language in Vietnam from the
award-winning, USA Today–bestselling author. The
slang, or unique vocabulary, of the soldiers and
marines serving in Vietnam, was a mishmash of words
and phrases whose origins reached back to the
Korean War, World War II, and even earlier.
Additionally, it was influenced by the United States’
rapidly changing protest culture, ideological and
poetical doctrine, ethical and cultural conflicts,
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racialism, and drug culture. This “slanguage” was
rendered even more complex by the Pidgin
Vietnamese-English spoken by Americans and
Vietnamese alike. But perhaps most importantly, it
reflected the soldiers’ actual daily lives, played out in
the jungles, swamps, and hills of Vietnam.

Grunt Slang in Vietnam
SNAFU Situation Normal All F***ed Up
A comprehensive overview of U.S. military culture and
terminology provides helpful explanations of military
language and protocol, definitions of military slang,
information on training and weaponry, and more, all
broken down by branch of the service. Original.
10,000 first printing.
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